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Dear TPM Team, 

Thank-you for the opportunity to comment on Transpower's consultation paper "Proposed Transmission Pricing 

Methodology" dated 8th October 2021. 

Refining NZ, based at Marsden Point in Northland, currently operates the country's only oil refinery, and will 

continue to do so until April 2022. Currently, we refine and supply transport fuel (petrol, diesel and jet fuel) 

directly to Auckland via the Refinery to Auckland Pipeline (RAP) and fuel for distribution nationwide by coastal 

tanker or truck. We also supply bunker fuels for ships. 

From April 2022, we will become Channel Infrastructure, New Zealand's leading independent fuel infrastructure 

company. The Company will utilise the deep-water harbour and jetty infrastructure at Marsden Point to receive 

and store refined fuel, imported by its customers. This will replace the crude oil that our customers import today 

for refining, and we will distribute this primarily to the Auckland and Northland markets. 

As a general comment Refining NZ remains concerned that electricity costs in New Zealand are uncompetitive and 

unaffordable, and while the ambition remains to move to renewable sources, the current market is functioning 

ineffectively. Current regulation and industry structure are not incentivising market participants to deliver the 

affordable, reliable, and lower carbon energy that Aotearoa needs. 

Current models of socialising these costs do not incentivise providers to drive the costs down. Large users face an 

unaffordable cost burden and over time this is likely to force their exit. In our case, we are investigating the 

development of our previously announced solar farm, Maranga Ra, which will mean that when we make our 

transition to Channel Infrastructure we could be completely self-sufficient with our electricity needs. Any self

supply of electricity will however only spread the proposed increase in transmission costs for the upper North 

Island across a smaller base of remaining users, which in Northland is predominantly local households and the 

community. 

We further believe that whole of system planning is needed for the significant changes in electricity consumption 

and supply that must occur in the next decade; otherwise we will achieve inefficient outcomes and unintended 

consequences. 
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